Many problems in signal processing, communications, and information theory deal with linear signal expansions. The corresponding basis functions are typically orthogonal (nonredundant) signal sets. It is well known that the use of redundancy in engineering systems improves robustness and numerical stability. Motivated by this observation, redundant linear signal expansions (also known as "frames") have found widespread use in many different engineering disciplines. Recent examples include sampling theory, A/D conversion, oversampled filter banks, pattern classification, multiple description source coding, wavelet-based and framebased denoising, and space-time coding for wireless communications.
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This special issue of EURASIP JASP brings together researchers from areas as diverse as harmonic analysis, image processing, and wireless communications by combining invited papers with regular contributions related to these topics.
The papers in this issue are broadly classified into four main areas:
(1) frame theory, (2) sparse representations, (3) filter banks and sampling, (4) applications.
Each area is represented by several papers that sometimes span overlapping territories.
The first paper in the category of frame theory, by J. J. Benedetto and J. D. Kolestar, develops methods for constructing Grassmannian frames in 2 and 3 dimensions and reviews many of the prior results on this problem. The existence and properties of chirps over finite groups is the focus of the work of P. G. Casazza and M. C. The next two papers focus on sparse representations, a topic of intense current research efforts. M. Elad presents uniqueness results regarding sparse signal decompositions in a probabilistic framework. The paper by A. K. Fletcher et al. addresses the problem of denoising by sparse approximation and develops bounds on the mean-squared approximation error, for both deterministic and random dictionaries.
Filter banks and sampling theory are the topic of the third group of papers. The first paper in this series, by P. T. Boufounos and A. V. Oppenheim, explores the use of projections onto synthesis frame vectors and the issue of frame-vector ordering. The next paper, by B. Dumitrescu et al., presents an efficient algorithm for designing oversampled modulated filter banks. The paper by H. Johansson and P. Löwenborg studies the problem of reconstruction of band-limited signals from uniform samples and introduces a reconstruction method based on time-varying finite-length discrete-time filters. S. Marinkovic and C. Guillemot consider joint source-channel coding via an oversampled filter bank code and apply their method to a wavelet-based image coding system. C. Siclet et al. present a theoretical analysis of oversampled DFT modulated transmultiplexers and analyze associated design criteria. Finally, the paper by S. Weiss et al. proposes an oversampled filter bank design algorithm 2 EURASIP Journal on Applied Signal Processing for channels with known noise covariance that minimizes the output noise power subject to a normalization constraint.
We conclude this special issue by a series of papers focusing on applications of frame theory. The paper by R. Bernardini et al. considers an application of frame expansions to multiple description video coding exploiting the error recovery capabilities of frame expansions. M. M. Hartmann et al. introduce the concept of multipulse multicarrier modulation, a wireless communication scheme that has its roots in multiwindow Gabor systems. The next article by F. Jin et al. proposes a new denoising method in which motion estimation and compensation, as well as temporal and spatial filtering, are all done in the wavelet domain. Another interesting application area is psychoacoustic analysis. In this context, the paper by R. B. Reilly proposes a tone-frequency linear representation of acoustic data designed specifically to accommodate the nonlinear phenomenon of beats. The next two papers by K. Skretting and J. H. Husøy and by J. E. Vila-Forcén et al. make use of overcomplete dictionaries to select an optimum representation: the texture classifier in the first paper uses sparse linear representations in a supervised learning fashion, whereas the facial image encoder in the second paper uses the edge process model to achieve higher compression rates. In the final paper of this special issue, Y. Sriraja and T. Karp propose a SPIHT algorithm which incorporates a new interpolation scheme able to partially recover lost data.
